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NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 

• NEW APPLE PRODUCTS 

On August 11, Apple announced several new products for the Macin
tosh product line. The table below lists the products and their expected 
release dates. Summaries of the announcements follow the table. 

Product 

HyperCard 
MultiFinder 
AppleFax Modem 
Image Writer LQ 
EtherTalk 
AppleS hare PC 
Apple File Exchange 

'-HyperCard 

Date Available 

August 1987 
September 1987 

Third Quarter 1987 
Fourth Quarter 1987 
Fourth Quarter 1987 

First Quarter 1988 
First Quarter 1988 

In spite of what you might guess about HyperCard from its name, it is 
not a hardware product designed to make your Mac run faster. Hyper
Card is software you can use to customize storage and retrieval of infor
mation (both text and graphics); to use it your machine must have at 
least 1 Mbyte of RAM. In September, HyperCard will be bundled free 
with every new Mac and sold separately for $34. 

HyperCard treats information as something that is stored on an index 
card. Each card can contain up to 32K of information. A collection of 
cards is called a stack. The number of cards you can have is limited 
only by the amount of available disk storage. To retrieve information, 
you use the mouse or cursor keys to search through a stack. You can 
use buttons to link or associate information on different cards. We 
expect that third-party developers will create and sell ready-made stacks 
(called stackware), and that some of you will want to create your own 
stacks. You create or customize a stack with a scripting language that is 
included with HyperCard. HyperCard comes with an on-line help stack, 
a "desktop stack" for an address file, datebook, "to do" list, calendar, 
filing cabinet, a phone dialer (for the Apple Personal Modem), a stack 
of USA and Canadian area codes with major cities and time zones, and 
idea stacks with stack templates, card designs, and so on. 

'- MultiFinder 
The MultiFinder is Apple's first generation multitasking operating 
system for the Macintosh. With the MultiFinder you can have more 
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Q I got the latest version of Microsoft Word, version 3.01, 

" and I'm using the merge feature to print labels on my 
Imagewriter II, and I've had nothing but problems. I get error 
messages saying I have too many commas in my data flle. 
When I do print, the printer skips labels and only prints the last 
line of every address. To complicate matters, I have some 
addresses that are three and four lines long. Is there any way I 
can print them together? 

A . We've found that setting up labels in Microsoft Word 
• frequently requires the trial-and-error process. To 

further complicate the process, Word's reference manual has 
some errors, and the latest Imagewriter driver (version 2.6) does 
not properly print merged labels with the new Microsoft Word 
3.01 update. To answer your questions we'll first review 
software incompatibility problems with Word 3.01 and cover 
two manual errors. Next, we will give you a quick lesson on 
how to create the merge documents and set up labels for the 
popular l-inch size. Finally, we'll show you how to create a 
document that will let you print merge your addresses whether 
they have three, four, or five lines. We won't cover Macintosh 
or Word basics in our answer. Since you are tackling a more 
advanced feature like labels, we assume you already understand 
the Macintosh interface and are familiar with Word's File and 
Format pull-down menus. 

• Incompatibility Problems 
The latest Imagewriter driver (version 2.6) does not work 
properly with Microsoft Word 3.01's merge labels feature. The 
version 2.6 problem is that if you use the custom-size feature to 
define the size of your label, the Imagewriter II skips two labels 
for every one it prints. 

Word 3.01 comes on a disk that has an old version of the 
operating system, including thelmagewriter 2.3 driver. Gener
ally, we recommend that you use the latest system files. As of 
August, the latest flies include Finder 5.5, System 4.1, and 
Imagewriter 2.6. However, if you want to use the merge 
feature and print custom-sized labels with Word 3.01, make 
sure Imagewriter 2.3 is in your System Folder. (Ironically, the 
older Word, version 3.0, works properly with the newest 
Imagewriter driver, version 2.6.) 

You may want to keep both Imagewriter drivers in your System 
Folder. If you rename the old Imagewriter icon IW 2. 3 (or a 
similar distinct name) the Finder will be able to distinguish 
between the two versions. To switch between the two 
Imagewriter drivers, use Chooser in the ti menu. 

• Margin Corrections 
The Readme me on the Word program disk documents the 
errors in the section of the reference manual that describes how 
to print labels. Contrary to what pages 188-196 say, the Top 
Margin should not be set to 0.1. When you use Imagewriter 
2.3, to create custom-sized labels, use 0 for the top margin. If 

• 

you set the top margin to 0.1, some lines won't print; this 
situation applies to all text, not just to labels. (For your other 
printing needs, you may find it useful to know that Imagewriter 
2.3 accepts Top Margin settings of either 0 or .5 inches but will 
not accept any numbers between 0 and .5. In contrast, with the 
Imagewriter 2.6 you cannot use 0 as a top margin setting; 
version 2.6 requires at least a .5 setting.) 

Another problem with the manual is its suggestion that you 
leave the Page Width setting at 8.5 inches and change the Left 
Margin to 0.2. Wrong. You must set the left margin to at least 
.3 inches. 

• Using Print Merge 
To print labels you must create two documents: a data docu
ment and a main document. The data document contains all of 
the names and addresses you want to merge. No matter what 
size label you use, the data document will always look the 
same. You can name your data document whatever you like, 
for example: addresses. The main document consists almost 
entirely of field names (place holders) to show where the data 
information will go; it gets data information from the data 
document. Formatting commands, such as font changes and 
margins, are also part of a main document. 

• Data Document 
Your first step is to create a data document. All data documents 
must conform to very exact format rules. The first line of the 
data document must contain the names of all the fields you want 
to use, such as state. Word calls this first line a header record. 
On the succeeding lines you type your address data records. 
Sample 1 below shows a data document with two records; line 
one shows the header record. Whenever we used the 
<Return> key, you see the 'II symbol. 

DATA DocUMENT: SAMPLE 1 

fname, !name, street, city, state, zip'll 
Happy, Golucky, Winsome Lane, York, PA, 
17207':11 
Earnest, "Trooper, PhD", Merrit Circle, 
Mpls, MN,SSlOl'll 

Sample 1's header record has six fields; commas separate each 
field, except the last field. A 'II ends the header record line. All 
records in the data document must have exactly the same 
number of fields and commas as defined in the header record. 
If a field contains a comma, such as Trooper, PhD, you 
must enclose the entire field in quotes, as shown in our sample. 

• Common Errors 
When you have typed in all your records, do not press the 
<Ret urn> key at the end of the data document. If you have 
two 'II (paragraph) marks after the last record, when you try to 
merge you will get the error message: Missing Comma in 
Data Record. If you include more commas in a data record 
than you defmed in the header record, you will get the error 
message: Data Record Too Long. 
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• Main Document 
We'll guide you through creating a main document for a 
popular Imagewriter label: a single column of pin-feed labels 
whose size is 1 vertical inch by 3-1/2 horizontal inches. 

The first line of a main document must include the word DATA 
(the DATA instruction) followed by the name of your data 
document (such as addresses) and the field(s) you want printed 
on the first line. You must surround the DATA instruction and 
each field with these two symbols: « ». To get«, hold the 
<Option> key and press the<\> backslash key. To get», 
hold the <Option> and <Shift> keys while you press the 
<\> backslash key. Sample 2 below shows a main document 
we might use with our Sample 1 data document. 

MAIN DOCUMENT: SAMPLE 2 

«DATA addresses»«fname» «lname»~ 
«Street»~ 

«City», «state» «zip»~ 

If you want spaces and punctuation between fields, you must 
add them to the main document as we did after «City» and 
other fields. 

• Label Size 
To define the label's size, change the settings in the Page 
Setup ... menu. Since our labels will be 1 inch x 3-1/2 inches, 
we typed 1 in in the Height box and 4 in in the Paper Width 
box. We typed 0 in each of the four margin boxes. These 
settings aren't obvious for labels which are 3 1/2 inches wide by 
1 inch high, but these settings work. If you set the paper width 
at 3-1!2 inches, 1/16 inch of each line will not print. 

• Preview Labels Before Printing 
If you want to confirm that you've made the right choices, use 
the following procedure. Keep both the data and main docu
ments open on your screen. The main document must be active 
(click on the main document to make it active). Select Print 
Merge ... from the File menu. When you click on the New 
Document button, you will see the labels merge on your screen. 
To see how the addresses will look on your paper labels, select 
the Page Preview ... option. 

• Printing 
Before you load your paper labels, it is a good idea to print a 
page of labels on regular computer paper first. Be sure to note 
whether or not the platen moves the paper before it starts 
printing, and load the labels accordingly. When we used the 
Imagewriter 2.3 driver, the first line printed at the same place 
we put the paper. 

When you're ready to print, select the Print Merge ... option 
from the File menu and click on the Print button. Word merges 
one label on the screen and presents you with the Print dialog 
box. Select the quality of print and number of copies you want, 
and press the OK button. Finally, Word merges all your records 
on the screen into a document and prints. 

• Size Limitations 
When you create a custom size, such as 1" for a label, you are 
actually defining a page that is only 1" high. Since Word won't 
merge more than 256 pages, this means the custom size 
approach only lets you work with a maximum of256labels. 

• Addresses with Uneven Number of Lines 
If you mix 3- and 4-line addresses on your labels, you must 
make some changes to your data and main documents. Basi
cally, everything is the same: you define your label size and 
print the same as you did when all addresses had three lines. 

Sample 3 below shows a Data Document for an optional second 
line address: 

DATA DocUMENT: SAMPLE 3 

fname, lname, street, line2, city, state, zip~ 

Happy, Golucky,Winsome Lane,,York,PA,17207~ 
Earnest,"Trooper, PhD", Merrit Circle,Suite 
l,Mpls,MN,55101~ 

Kim,Eagan,ACSS,l25 Shepherd Labs,Mpls, MN,55455~ 

Sample 3's header record has one more field name than Sample 
1 has: line2. Since the first record (Happy, ) does not have 
a second address line, only a comma (Lane, , ) marks the spot 
of the line2 field. You must include the comma so the 
number of fields matches the header record. 

Sample 4 below is the main document for a variable line label. 
The main document uses an IF statement which does two 
things: (1) if the data record has a second line, the printer will 
print it on a separate line; (2) if there is no second line, the 
printer will print the address without leaving a blank line in line 
2's place. 

MAIN DOCUMENT: SAMPLE 4 

«DATA Addresses»«fname» «lname»~ 
«street»«IF line2»~ 
«line2»«ENDIF»~ 

«City», «state» «zip»~ 

Sample 5 below shows a main document that can print ad
dresses with either three, four, or five lines and eliminate any 
blank lines in the label. 

MAIN DocUMENT: SAMPLE 5 

«DATA Addresses»«fname» «lname»~ 
«street»«IF line2»~ 
«line2»«IF line3»~ 
«line3»«ENDIF»«ENDIF»~ 

«city», «state» «zip»~ 

In order to fit the fifth line on 1 inch x 3-1/2 inch labels, you 
might have to change font or point size. 
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than one application open concurrently and switch between 
applications quickly. Each application is displayed in a 
separate window; this means you can switch to another applica
tion by clicking in that application's window. We expect most 
existing applications to work with the MultiFinder, so you 
should not need to buy new software to use the MultiFinder. 
Starting in September, 1987 the MultiFinder will be bundled 
free with every new Macintosh and sold separately for $34. 

In addition to fast context switching between applications, the 
MultiFinder provides background processing. For instance, the 
MultiFinder's background processing will enable you to print 
documents while you work on a different application. As 
programs are written to take advantage of the MultiFinder, we 
expect to see background processing applied to other areas, 
such as sorting large databases and downloading information 
from mainframe computers. 

To use the MultiFinder, you need a Macintosh with at least 1 
megabyte of RAM. Providing your Mac has enough memory to 
hold the applications, the MultiFinder lets you have up to 30 ap
plications open simultaneously. The MultiFinder displays the 
amount of RAM used by each application, so you have an 
indication of how your memory is being allocated. 

• lmageWriter LQ 
The Image Writer LQ is an impact, NLQ (near-letter-quality), 
15" (wide-carriage), 27-pin dot matrix printer for the Macin
tosh; it will be available in the fourth quarter of 1987. You can 
print in three modes on the Image Writer LQ: NLQ, letter
quality, and draft The printer's resolution is 216 dpi (dots per 
inch) both horizontally and vertically. For comparison, 
consider that the Apple LaserWriter has 300 dpi, and the 
Imagewriters I and II have 75 dpi. The Image Writer LQ comes 
with a tractor and handles multi-part forms (up to five parts). 
You can add an envelope and cut-sheet feeder and an Apple
Talk card (so you can share the printer over an AppleTalk 
network) to the Image Writer LQ. Each cut-sheet feeder bin 
holds 100 sheets; the feeder can have 1-3 bins. The Image
Writer LQ can print in color (with a color ribbon and software 
support). Here is what it all costs through the University: 

Part No. 

A9M0340 
A960340 

• EtherTalk 

Apple Product 

lmageWriter LQ 
Expandable Sheet Feeder 
additional 1 00/Sheet Bin 
Envelope Feeder 
Apple Talk Option Card 
Color Ribbon 
Black Ribbon 

Univ. Price 

$ 965.00 
210.00 
120.00 
35.00 

(undetermined) 
18.50 
14.00 

The EtherTalk card is a Macintosh II hardware product; it has 
an Ethernet interface you use to connect the Mac II directly to 

an Ethernet local area network. The EtherTalk card comes with 
software to use an Ethernet network as a very high speed 
AppleTalk network. This product is Apple's answer to the 
complaint that there should be a faster AppleTalk network. 
(Ethernet runs at 10 MBits/second; the classic Apple Talk 
Personal Network runs at 230 KBits/second.) To use an 
EtherTalk network, you connect the cables and then use the ti 
menu's Control Panel to select between EtherTalk and the 
AppleTalk Personal Network (classic AppleTalk). After it's all 
set up, using EtherTalk is completely transparent; that is, 
existing software should work without modification. While we 
expect EtherTalk to work well in departmental Ethernet 
networks, we anticipate that there may be some problems in 
routing AppleTalk over the proposed campus-wide Ethernet 
network. 

When you use an EtherTalk card to communicate over an 
Ethernet network, the messages (datagrams) sent over the 
network are structured to conform to the AppleTalk protocol. 
Sending AppleTalk datagrams is fine in departmental networks, 
but the proposed campus-wide Ethernet network is being 
designed to handle TCP/IP-protocol datagrams. This means 
that EtherTalk may not work across the campus-wide network 
because some parts of the network may not expect to handle 
AppleTalk datagrams. A/UX (UNIX), which runs on the Mac 
II, does support the TCP/IP protocols with the EtherTalk card. 
However, since most Mac owners will not be using A/UX, we 
will look into solutions to the problem of Apple Talk across our 
campus-wide network. (If you are interested in the problem, 
you can attend our free Strategies for Networking Microcompu
ters and Workstations short course. See our course schedule in 
this newsletter.) 

The EtherTalk Card for the Macintosh II will be available in the 
4th quarter of 1987. The Microcomputer discount program 
price for the EtherTalk card is $445. 

• AppleShare PC 
AppleShare PC is used to share information stored in an 
AppleS hare file server. (See the AppleShare review in our 
August newsletter.) AppleShare PC includes software and 
hardware which is used on an IBM or compatible personal 
computer. This may be a useful product if you have an Ap
pleS hare file server for the Macs in your department and also 
want to share that hard disk with an IBM personal computer. 
Apple-Share PC will be available in the first quarter of 1988; 
however, its pricing has not been announced. 

• Apple File Exchange Software 
You use Apple File Exchange software to translate files of 
documents created by one application into the format required 
by another application. As you might expect, this is very useful 
when transferring files from the IBM PC environment to the 
Macintosh. Apple File Exchange is designed to translate 
batches of files at a time. The software includes two transla
tors: text to Mac Write and DCA to Mac Write. Since third 
party developers can write translators for Apple File Exchange, 
we expect to see other translators for this product 
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The Apple File Exchange software will be available in the ftrst 
quarter of 1988. The software will be included as part of the 
system software bundled with each Macintosh. (In addition 
Apple may include the software with the optional Mac SE-Bus 
PC Drive and the Mac II PC Drive cards.) Current Macintosh 
users will be able to purchase the software as part of a system 
software upgrade; as of press time, we did not have a price. 

• AppleFax Modem 
You would use the AppleFax modem to send and to receive 
facsimiles from existing facsimile machines. Facsimile 
machines transfer images of documents or pictures between 
sites (typically corporate offices and manufacturing facilities). 
The AppleFax modem works with the installed base of Group 2 
and 3 facsimile machines; these represent over 90% of the 
installed base. The AppleFax modem will be available in the 
third quarter of 1987; the University's discount price is $485. 

• IBM ANNOUNCEMENTS 

In August, 1987 IBM announced another version of the 
Personal System/2 {PS/2) Model 80 and a new PS/2 machine: 
the Model25. The new version of the PS/2 Model 80 (8530-
311) comes with one 314 MByte hard disk drive. You can 
install an optional second 314 MByte hard disk drive for a total 
storage capacity of 628 MBytes. According to the announce
ment, these new hard disk drives should be quite fast: they are 
rated as having an average seek time of 23 milliseconds. This 
average seek time is the fastest of any of IBM's hard disks for 
the PS/2 product line. 

'- PS/2 Model 80 
The new Model 80 also has a 20 MHz 80386 CPU, 2 MBytes of 
RAM, one 1.44 MByte 3.5" floppy disk drive, VGA graphics, 
and IBM's new expansion bus (the Micro Channel bus). An 
80387 math co-processor is optional. The Microcomputer 
discount program will carry the new Model 80 (8530-311) once 
it becomes available. The University's discount price for this 
Model80 package is $8,485. Before you rush out to order this 
machine, you should know that IBM announced that it will not 
be available until the first quarter of 1988. 

'- PS/2 Model 25 
The other microcomputer IBM announced in August was the 
PS/2 Model25. We expect to have a Model25 in the HelpLine 
soon; you can order one now from the Book Center. Prices are 
below. 

The Model 25 is primarily a repackaged PS/2 Model 30. That 
is, the Model 25 has the same 8086 CPU as the Model 30, uses 
the same 720K capacity 3.5" floppy disk drives, has the same 
MCGA graphics capabilities, comes with serial, parallel, and 
mouse ports, runs the same operating system (PC-DOS 3.3), 
and is incapable of running IBM's new OS/2 operating system. 
Although there are many similarities between these PS/2 
machines, the Model 25 is different from the Model 30 in some 
respects. The Model 25 currently does not support a hard disk, 
while there is a version of the Model 30 with an internal hard 

disk. The Model 25 has two IBM-PC-style expansion slots; the 
Model 30 has three slots. IBM makes two keyboards for the 
Model 25: a space-saving version without a numeric keypad 
and an enhanced version with a numeric keypad. 

The most striking difference between the Model 25 and the 
Model 30 is how the machines are packaged. The Model 25 is 
a single unit; the 12" monitor, disk drive(s), and CPU are all in 
the same box. The Model 25's built-in monitor comes in either 
black and white or color. As you would expect, the graphics 
modes for the Model 25 monitors are the same as on the Model 
30. IBM offers a Model 25 package called the Collegiate. This 
Collegiate package includes 640K RAM, two disk drives, an 
IBM PS/2 mouse, and Microsoft Windows version 1.04 
software. Windows is a windowing system for IBM-PC 
compatible machines. Windows software includes Windows 
Write, Windows Paint, and Windows Cardfile applications. 
While Windows gives some of the appearance of the Macintosh 
to the DOS machines, it does have some drawbacks. Windows 
runs sluggishly on 8086 CPU machines such as the Model25. 
In our experience, you really need a machine with an 80286 or 
80386 CPU (such as the OS/2 Models 50, 60, and 80) to make 
Windows responsive. Windows has another drawback no 
matter which machine you use it on. To take advantage of the 
Windows environment, software must be specially written to 
run with Windows. Unfortunately, very little software currently 
uses the mouse, pull-down menus, and other features of the 
Windows environment 

PS/2 Model25 

All the University discount program configurations of the PS/2 
Model25 come with IBM PC-DOS 3.3, a Guide to Operations 
manual, and a one year warranty. 

Model Keyboard1 Display Collegiate2 

Package 
Univ. 

Price 

Model25s with one 720K, 3.5" floppy disk drive and 512K RAM: 

25-001 
25-G01 
25-004 
25-G04 

Space-Saving 
Enhanced 
Space-Saving 
Enhanced 

Mono ....... No ...................... $ 900 
Mono ....... No .......................... 925 
Color ........ No ........................ 11 OS 
Color ........ No ........................ 1135 

Model25s with two 720K, 3.5" floppy disk drives and 640KRAM: 

25-C02 
25-K02 
25-C05 
25-K05 

Space-Saving 
Enhanced 
Space-Saving 
Enhanced 

Mono ................. Yes ........ $ 1130 
Mono ................. Yes ............ 1160 
Color .................. Yes ............ 1340 
Color .................. Yes ............ 1365 

1 The enhanced keyboard is scheduled to ship at the end of 
October; the space-saving keyboard is shipping now. 

2 The package includes IBM mouse and Microsoft Windows 1.04. 



• MoDEL50 

The HelpLine has added an IBM PS!l Model 50 with 640K 
RAM, a 20 MByte hard disk, and an IBM 8512 VGA color 
monitor to the machines that are on display in 125 Shepherd 
Labs. You're welcome to stop in to view the monitor, use the 
keyboard, and try your software on this IBM PS/2 machine. 

• NEW PRINTERS 

Two printers have been added to the Micro discount program: 
the Toshiba P-321-SL at $515 and the Hewlett-Packard PaintJet 
at $800; both printers are IBM compatible. If you're interested 
in looking at these printers, stop in the HelpLine in 125 Shep
herd Labs. If you're ready to place your order, go to the 
Electronics Desk in the Williamson Hall Book Center. 

• Toshiba P-321-SL 
The Toshiba P-321-SL is a 24-pin, dot matrix impact printer 
with a built-in, adjustable, pin-feed tractor for continuous-form 
paper. The P-321 has a bypass feature which lets you print on 
single sheets of paper, such as letterhead, without removing the 
paper that is already in the tractor. This is a useful feature; after 
a few minutes of experimentation, we used the bypass feature to 
print a full page of text The P-321 can print on envelopes and 
paper whose combined thickness is .039 inches/.27 millimeters; 
it also accommodates 3-part NCR forms or paper whose 
combined weight is 40 pounds. You can buy a single-bin cut 
sheet feeder for the P-321; as of press time the Book Center's 
price for this sheet feeder was undetermined. The Book Center 
will stock several ribbons for the P-321. 

The P-321 comes with a dual-interface: a parallel port with a 
female Centronics connector and a serial port with a 25-pin 
female RS-232C connector. You must buy a cable to connect 
the printer to your microcomputer. When you buy a P-321 you 
also get: a 32KB buffer (which stores approximately 16 pages 
of text), one ribbon, an A/C power cord, a user's manual, and a 
one year parts and labor warranty. (Currently, unlike the other 
printers offered by the Micro discount program, Toshiba war
ranty work will not be handled by ACSS Engineering Services.) 
You access all the P-321 'sprinting features (such as typeface 
and pitch changes, printer emulation, and serial baud rate) by 
pushing LCD buttons on its front panel. 

The Toshiba P-321-SL's native printer control language is 
based on the language used by the Qume SPRINT 5 and 11 
printers. Although the P-321 emulates these Qume printers, 
Toshiba added its own controls to take advantage of the 
capabilities of 24-pin technology. The P-321 's EMULTN 
option also emulates the IBM Proprinter and other Toshiba 
printers, i.e., P341/351/1340/1350/1351. The P-321-SL is 
capable of printing graphics at 180x180 or 180x360 dots per 
inch; the table on the right lists its speed when printing text. 

• Hewlett-Packard PaintJet 
The HP PaintJet is an 11-pound color ink jet printer which 
comes with an 8K buffer. You can buy a parallel or serial 

interface version of the PaintJet Like all Hewlett-Packard's 
printers it also comes with a one year warranty. When you buy 
the PaintJet you get a users manual, NC power cord, 250 sheets 
of PaintJ et paper, and one black and one color ink cartridge. 
The PaintJet prints text at 180x180 dpi (dots per inch) resolu
tion, and prints color/graphics at two resolutions: seven colors 
at 180 dpi or 330 colors at 90 dpi. 

Since the PaintJet is a new printer, most software will not have 
a printer driver specifically for the PaintJet. Generally you get 
the best quality print when you use a printer driver that was 
designed for the printer and software you use. Our copy of the 
PaintJet manual does not mention that it emulates other printers 
nor does it have a section on installing the PaintJet to work with 
popular software. However, Hewlett-Packard has prepared 
procedures for using the PaintJet with some software, such as 
Microsoft Word, Lotus 1-2-3, and WordStar. You can get 
copies of these installation guides from the HelpLine. In 
addition to the guides, HP has compiled a list of software which 
does have drivers specifically for the PaintJet, such as 
WordPerfect. We used WordPerfect's HP Think.Jet driver to 
print a PaintJet test file and found that most features worked, 
such as underline, bold, and center; however, super- and 
subscripts did not work. We got garbage when we used 
WordPerfect's Epson FX, IBM Graphics Printer, and HP 
QuietJet drivers. WordPerfect does have a driver specifically 
for the PaintJet; that driver invokes different colors for different 
fonts, such as black in font 1, red in font 2, and purple in font 5. 

You must buy special PaintJet supplies; non-PaintJet paper and 
film won't absorb the ink properly. The Book Center will carry 
PaintJet supplies. Here are some sample prices: a 250-sheet 
package of Z-fold PaintJet paper for $9.50; a 50-sheet package 
of transparency fllm for $40; black ink cartridges for $18; and 
color ink cartridges for $22. The black ink cartridge prints ap
proximately 1 million characters (1100 text pages). The color 
ink cartridge prints approximately 180 pages of color graphics 
and lets you print seven colors: black, yellow, magenta, cyan, 
green, blue, and red; you can create other shades from these 
colors. 

Printer Table 
The table below lists the CPS (characters-per-second) speed in NLQ 
(near-letter-quality) and draft modes when printing at a given CPI 
(characters-per-inch) rate, as well as the maximum CPL (characters
per-line) that you can print. 

Typeface NLQ Draft 10 12 Max. 
(Font) CPS CPS CPI CPI CPL 

Toshiba P-321-SL 
Courier 60 180 Yes No 80 
Pr Elite 72 216 No Yes 96 

HP PaintJet: 
Courier 167* na Yes 80 
(*Full page of color graphics in approximately 4 minutes.) 
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e Special Orders; Special Terms 
We anticipate that the products listed below will be discontin
ued and so will only be available for a limited time. You can 
still order these products through the Minnesota Book Center; 
however, your order is subject to special terms. Those special 
terms are: payment in advance and in full; no changes to your 
order or cancellations; no guarantees as to availability. The 
Book Center will refund your payment only if the product is un
available from the vendor. 

Here is a list of the products subject to these special terms: 
mM AT, XT 286, and Convertible; Zenith Z-171 and Z-159 
models 2 and 3. 

e SoNY CoLoR MoNITOR 

The Book Center will sell Sony Trinitron monitors (Model 
CPD-1302) to those who do not want to wait for Apple's color 
monitor for their Mac II. Since quantities of Apple's color 
monitor are very limited, shipment is very slow. We decided 
to carry the Sony monitor, rather than the NEC Multisynch 
monitor, because its display is considerably sharper. (We 
discovered the interference on the Sony screen that we initially 
experienced was not a problem with the monitor; it was a 
problem with a poorly shielded cable connecting the Sony to 
the Mac II.) You can look at this Sony monitor running on a 
Macintosh II with Apple's Mac II video card and video 
expansion kit in the HelpLine in Shepherd Labs. The Micro 
discount price for the Sony Trinitron color monitor is $595. 

e MAc WRITE 4.6 UPGRADE 

Apple has upgraded Mac Write to version 4.6. If you got 
Mac Write with your Macintosh or bought it, you can get a free 
upgrade to version 4.6. To get your free copy, bring your 
original Mac Write disk (not a backup disk) and one initialized 
disk to the HelpLine. 

Mac Write 4.6 isn't very different from Mac Write version 4.5. 
Among version 4.6's changes are: compatibility with arrow 
keys, large-screen monitors, and any Mac (except the 128K 
Mac) as well as AppleShare. If you have a monitor with a full
page display, the new Mac Write document window shows you 
the print area for an entire 8 1/2 by 11-inch page; however, you 
still cannot set Mac Write's left margin at less'than 1 inch. If 
your keyboard has arrow keys, you can use them to move 
Mac Write's insertion point in your document or header and 
footer windows; you can also use arrow keys to select text. The 
Notes on Mac Write 4.6 document that comes with Mac Write 
4.6 includes a chart that shows you how to use arrow keys. 

We briefly tried version 4.6 with other software. We edited a 
243K Mac Write 4.5 document with Mac Write 4.6 without any 
problems. Version 4.6 doesn't need to convert version 4.5 
documents before it can work on them. Since our file was very 
large, we got the warning that Mac Write cannot work on 
documents over 255 pages, so we knew version 4.6's size limit 

is unchanged. Both Microsoft Word 3.0 and 3.01 could open 
and convert Mac Write 4.6 documents. If you have old 
Mac Write 2.2 documents, you can open them with version 4.6; 
however, version 4.6 will treat these version 2.2 documents as 
plain text files, so you will lose your formatting. 

• MINNESOTA IN APPLE1
S CHALLENGE 2000 

The University of Minnesota is one of 12 universities Apple 
Computer, Inc. has invited to submit ideas on computer 
technology in the year 2000. The competition is open to all 
full-time University of Minnesota students and will be held 
during the Fall1987 quarter. Students will submit their entries 
to a campus advisory group, which will select the two best Min
nesota entries and send them to Apple. 

Here's what Apple wants: Students should describe, in 20 
pages or less, what they think computer technology will be like 
in the year 2000. Their papers should explain the purposes of 
such computers, the technologies they believe will be available, 
and how people will use these computers. Students should 
begin preparing their preliminary entries immediately for 
submission by October 21. 

Apple will accept two papers from the University of Minnesota 
and each of the other campuses: the University of Michigan, 
the University of Illinois, Stanford, Cornell, the University of 
California at Berkeley, Dartmouth, Brown, Drexel, Carnegie 
Mellon, Cal Tech, and Princeton. Engineering directors at 
Apple Computer will select the five best papers. The five teams 
of semi-finalists will be flown to California for the final judging 
at Apple's Cupertino headquarters. The panel of judges that 
will select the best paper includes: Ray Bradbury, a noted 
science fiction writer; Alvin Toffler, author of Future Shock; 
Alan Kay, a pioneer in the design of personal computers; Diane 
Ravitch, a nationally known expert in education; and Steve 
Wozniak, co-founder of Apple. 

Each student on the winning team will receive $2,000 toward 
the purchase of Apple Computer products and a summer 
internship. The winning institution will receive one multi
worlcstation Macintosh valued at more than $20,000. As more 
details become known, this information will be available in the 
HelpLine in 125 Shepherd Labs. 

e UsERs GRoUP 

'-IBM 
Generally the IBM Users Group meets from 3-4:30 pm on the 
last Thursday of each month. However, the September meeting 
will be held on Tuesday (because of Rosh Hashanah), Septem
ber 22nd from 3-4:30 in Room 210 in the Civil and Mineral 
Engineering Building. A week before the meeting you can call 
Nancy Grant, IBM Systems Engineer, 341-6637 for a detailed 
agenda. 
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FALL 1987: SHORT CouRSE DESCRIPTIONS 

Overview; no liantfs-on. £imitdl£nroClment 

'J{J.w- Micro/Mainframe Communications. This 2 1/2-hour free 
overview introduces basic communication concepts. This overview will 
cover the hardware and software requirements necessary to communi
cate through the telephone system between your microcomputer (at 
home or your office) and the University's computer systems. 

'J{J.w- Strategies for Networking Microcomputers and Worksta· 
tlons. This 2 1/2-hour free overview is a discussion of local area 
network products for microcomputers and workstations. The overview 
includes examples of how to interconnect Macintosh, IBM-type 
personal computers, Sun, and Apollo workstations. 

··········· <••····•··· <•••·· ) JsiVI··•••••••••·•·•···•···•··•••••••··················>>•·········>>•···················· ··· · r'll?.ianl cl1ml'dti6"ks ira',;Z:(i1t; c&.rs i~r~~tL~iie/U,id .· .. 
Introduction to Microcomputers • DOS. This is a 6-hour course for 
new users of DOS. The course includes background information on 
microcomputer hardware as well as a practical (hands-on) introduction 
to the MS-DOS and PC-DOS operating systems commands. 

lntrot!uction to Microcomputers or equivalent {Qt.owfdae 
is requ.iret! for t1ie l'BM courses Cistet! 6efow. 

Managing Your Hard Disk. In this 4-hour course we manipulate the 
DOS commands involved in organizing a hard disk. Some of the 
concepts covered are creating subdirectories and batch files, backing 
up a hard disk, and transferring data between subdirectories. 

Introduction to dBASE Ill. This 6-hour course will cover basic 
concepts of database management. The course covers only interactive 
commands. You will create several databases and learn how to enter 
data, modify it and retrieve it 

Programming In dBASE Ill. In this 5-hour course you will write and 
run simple dBASE Ill programs while learning some basic program
ming concepts. 'Beware. Working knowledge of dBASE Ill is required! 

Beginning Lotus 1·2·3. This 21/2-hour course will familiarize users 
with basic Lotus spreadsheet concepts. You will be introduced to 
beginning-level commands by entering a sample spreadsheet. You 
will set-up your own spreadsheet, enter data, formulas, use com
mands, functions, formats, and create several charts. 

Intermediate Lotus 1·2·3. This 2 1/2-hour course covers three of 
Lotus 1-2-3's more advanced features: database queries, look-up 
tables, and macros. 'Beware. Working knowledge of Lotu~ 1-2-3 is 
assumed; the Beginning Lotus 1-2-3 class alone is insufficient! 

Clianaet! -Introduction to WordPerfecL This 4-hour course is for 
new WordPerfect users. You will learn to: edit and create files; use 
simple formatting commands, such as set margins, tabs, and headers; 
enhance text, i.e., use center, bold, and underline commands; 

manipulate blocks of text; use search, replace and the Speller; and 
install a printer. Note: This course has an additional $10 fee. 

'l(rl.owfdae ant! fami!iat'ity witli. tli.e Mac is assu.met! for tliese dasses. 
Mac !Jlantfs-on: Cfass 1£nro{[ment Limitet! to 10 

Clianaet! -Introduction to MS (Microsoft) Word. This 5-hour class 
is for new Word users. You will learn how to: use character and 
paragraph formatting; manipulate blocks of text and graphics; set 
margins, indents, tabs, leaders, page numbers, headers and footers; 
preview your work; insert footnotes; and use the spelling checker and 
automatic hyphenation. 

'J{J.w-lntermedlate Word. In this 2 1/2-hour class you will manipu
late line spacing and columns of text; create a template, glossary, and 
style sheets; set up merge documents as well as customize your 
menus. 'Beware. Prior experience with Word is assumed. 

Introduction to Excel. In this 5-hour course you will set up several 
spreadsheets and use Excel's format and paste functions as well as 
absolute and relative addressing. You will move data between Excel 
and MacWrite and create charts. 

Intermediate Excel. In this 2 1/2-hour course you will create your own 
format and function macros, and use the Macro recorder function to 
set up command macros. You will link spreadsheets and extract data 
from an Excel database. 'Beware. Prior experience using Excel is 
assumed. 

CfianBet!- Developing Software In Turbo Pascal. This 4-hour 
class covers the fundamentals of writing Mac programs with Turbo 
Pascal; it discusses writing multi-window applications, using MEWS in 
detail, and discusses strategies for writing (and debugging) programs. 
'Beware. This class is for people who already understand Pascal and 
want to write Mac applications; it is not a course in how to program in 
Pascal. You must bring Inside Macintosh to class. 

Mac Overview; no li.antfs-on. l£nro«ment Limitet! to 15. 

Preparing a Dissertation on the Mac. In this 2 112-hour overview we 
will demonstrate and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of 
several word processing and graphics programs currently available for 
the Macintosh. These programs include: MacWrite, MS Word, Write 
Now, MacDraw, MacDraft, Cricket Graph, and others. We will discuss 
organizing data and bibliographies, placing graphs and illustrations into 
your documents, and using the Apple LaserWriter. 

Classes are filled in the order registration is received. Register in 
person at the ACSS Computing Information Center in 128 Lind Hall, 
M-F, 8 am-4:30pm or by mail. The deadline for registration is 4:15 
pm on the last working day before the class begins. Fees must 
accompany your registration. You can pay fees by cash, check, or a 
Journal Voucher. No refunds will be made after the class has begun. 
For additional registration information, call the ACSS Computing Infor
mation Center in Lind Hall at 625-7397. 
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FALL 1987: SHORT CouRSE SuMMARY 
Courses fees differ for the following groups: (i) University students, ® University faculty and staff, and ® non-University persons. 

Fees Section Date(s) weekday(s} Time 
(i) ® ® 

GENERAL 

Micro/Mainframe Communications ............... $0 0 na Sec. 1 ................. Oct. 9 ............................ F .................... 9 :3D-noon 

Strategies for Networking 
Microcomputers and Workstations .......... $0 0 na Sec. 1 ................. Oct. 14 .......................... W ................... 1 :3Q-4 pm 

IBM 
Introduction to Micros - DOS ........................ $40 50 80 Sec. 1 ................. 0ct. 5,7,9 ...................... M,W,F ............ 1:30-3:30 pm 

Sec. 2 ................. Oct. 20,21,22 ................ Tu,W,Th ......... 10 am-noon 
Sec. 3 ................ Nov. 3,4,5 ...................... Tu,W,Th ......... 10 am-noon 
Sec. 4 ................ Nov. 16,18,20 ................ M,W,F ............ 1 :30-3:30 pm 

Managing Your Hard Disk ............................. $40 50 80 Sec. 1 ................. 0ct. 13,15 ..................... Tu,Th ............. 1:30-3:30 pm 
Sec. 2 ................ Nov. 17,19 ..................... Tu,Th ............. 1 :30-3:30 pm 

Introduction to dBASE Ill .............................. $40 50 80 Sec. 1 ................. Oct. 21,22,23 ................ W,Th,F ........... 1 :30-3:30 pm 
Sec. 2 ................ Nov. 16,18,20 ................ M,W,F ............ 10 am-noon 

Programming in dBASE 111 ............................ $40 50 80 Sec.1 ................ Nov. 10,12 ..................... Tu,Th ............. 9:3Q-noon 

Beginning Lotus 1-2-3 ................................... $25 35 60 Sec. 1 ................. Oct. 12 .......................... M ................... 1 :3Q-4 pm 
Sec.2 ................ Nov. 11 .......................... W ................... 9:3Q-noon 

Intermediate Lotus 1-2-3 ............................... $25 35 60 Sec. 1 ................ Dec. 2 ............................ W ................... 1 :3Q-4 pm 

Introduction to WordPerfect .......................... $25• 35+ so• Sec. 1 ................. Oct. 6,8 ......................... Tu,Th ............. 10 am-noon 
Sec. 2 ................. Oct. 27,28 ..................... Tu,W .............. 1 :30-3:30 pm 
Sec. 3 ................ Dec. 3,4 ......................... Th,F ............... 10 am-noon 

• This course has an additional $10 fee to cover the cost of a WordPerfect workbook. You can pay this fee with cash, a separate check, 
or a signed University Journal Voucher. This additional $10 fee will be collected the first day of class. (Students keep their workbook.) 

MAC 

Introduction toMS Word ............................... $35 45 85 Sec. 1 ................. 0ct. 14,16 ..................... W,F ................ 9:3Q-noon 
Sec. 2 ................ Nov. 4,5 ......................... W,Th .............. 1 :3Q-4 pm 
Sec. 3 ........ Nov/Dec 30,1 ....................... M,Tu .............. 1 :3Q-4 pm 

Intermediate MS Word .................................. $25 35 60 Sec. 1 ................ Nov. 13 .......................... F .................... 9:3Q-noon 

Introduction to Excel ..................................... $25 35 60 Sec. 1 ................ Nov. 2,3 ......................... M,Tu .............. 1 :3Q-4 pm 

Intermediate Excel ........................................ $25 35 60 Sec. 1 ................ Nov. 24 .......................... Tu .................. 1 :3Q-4 pm 

Developing Software in Turbo Pascal ........... $25 35 60 Sec. 1 ................ Nov. 10,12 ..................... Tu,Th ............. 1:30-3:30 pm 

Preparing a Dissertation on a Mac ............... $15 25 na Sec. 1 ................. 0ct. 29 .......................... Th .................. 9:3Q-noon 

Pfease 9{¢e: 1"ees ant! !R.r-gistration are not liantffea Ey ~ He[pLiru in 125 Sliepliera La6s. 
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phone-in First Aid for 
computer users since 1980 

• can our HelpLine 
626--4276 

(dial MA MICRO) 

• VIsit our HelpLine 
Room 125, Shepherd Labs 

East Bank Campus 

• We're Available 
9 am - 12 and 1 :30 - 4 pm 

Monday 
Tuesday 

Friday 

9 a.m. through 4 p.m. 
Wednesday 

Thursday 

• Newsletter Editorial Staff 
Joanne Bergman, Dave Burris, Jung-Juin Chen, Steve Collins, Mary Dickel, Slmin Hickman, Shideh Hojat 
Dave Larsen, Mark McCahill, Kathy Olson, Earl Schleske, Ellen Thayer, Julie Thorndycraft, Shih-Pau Yen 
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